COMBINATION HUNT IN
GREENLAND

Endless vistas, howling huskies running at full speed, the smell of clear, frosty air in your nostrils.
Greenland is like a fairytale come true for the nature lover and hunter in us all… The magnificent nature is
overwhelming. Something you will remember the rest of your life. In Greenland the hunting districts are
pristine. The air is fresh, there are no electricity pylons on the horizon, and the only sounds you here are
nature’s own. At night you will see the stars more clearly than you have ever done before, unless they are
blocked out of sight by the endlessly beautiful Northern Lights, which if you have luck on your side, can be
see at these latitudes in their full glory.
Challenging hunt

Requires moderate level of Accommodation in a cabin
fitness

Combination Hunt
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Combination Hunt in Greenland
Overview

HIGHLIGHTS

Earlier it was not possible to combine hunting musk ox and
reindeer in the same package, but now you can. Our
partners can arrange an excellent, well-planned
combination hunt, on a fantastic hunting district.
During the autumn we had a group carrying out a
combination hunt here, and they enjoyed the experience of
a lifetime, it was an unique hunt and they will never forget
their time in camp.

Overwhelming outdoors experience
Greenland's hunting districts are totally unspoiled
The terrain is relatively easy to walk, with altitude
differences of around 2 -300 m.
The trophies from the musk ox in this district are
amongst the best in the world - this district also
delivers many fine reindeer trophies

Trophy-wise the musk ox here belong amongst the biggest
in the world, being larger, for example than, the Canadian
musk ox. The district can also deliver some fine reindeer
trophies.
The habitat for both species is absolutely optimal, with
warm summers and relatively dry winters with limited
snowfall, makes it possible for them to forage all year
round.
The musk oxen in the area around Kangerlussuaq are the
descendants of 27 musk ox that were brought here from
East Greenland i 1963.
The population has grown to several thousand individuals,
and a number of animals are made available annually for
commercial hunters and a more limited number for trophy
hunting.
The reindeer are part of the natural fauna of West
Greenland. Please note that in the first part of the hunting
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season the reindeer will often still be in velvet
Hunters will be picked-up at Sdr. Strømfjord from where
they will be taken to the hunting district by helicopter - an
exciting and very beautiful trip!
Hunting is on foot, occasionally it will be possible to use a
boat or rubber boat. Otherwise no other form of transport
will be used, so you must be prepared to walk long
distances to find game. The terrain is relatively easy to walk
over, with height differences in the order of 2-300 m.
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ACCOMMODATION
ACCOMMODATION

Inuit Outfitting - Greenland
The hunting district is in a really beautiful spot in the wilds of
Greenland, and the camp lies close to 2 large lakes. It is possible
to freely hunt small game (depending on local hunting season* /
shotguns can sometimes be borrowed in the camp) and fish for
arctic char.
The camp consists of huts and has space for 4 hunters, poss. 5 if
you know each other and are travelling together. There will also
be 2 hunting guides and an interpreter in camp. The sanitary
arrangements in camp are very primitive.
The hunting district is in a beautiful location by a large lake close
to the Inland-ice, around 35km from Kangerlussuaq in West
Greenland.
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PARTNER
PARTNER

Partner - Greenland
We have a wonderful working relationship with Inuit Outfitting run
by Mathias and Malene Ingemann. They were the first outfitters to
arrange trophy hunting for tourists after the Greenland Home Rule
opened up the possibility to do so back in 1996, and since then
they have built up a lot of experience in this specialised field.
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HUNTING
HUNTING AREA
AREA

Hunting Area - Summer hunt in Greenland
The hunting district is in a beautiful location by a large lake close
to the Inland-ice, around 35km from Kangerlussuaq in West
Greenland.
Søndre Strømfjord or as it is called in Greenlandic Kangerlussuaq - is transected by the Arctic circle, which means in
summer it never really gets dark, while in mid-winter there is
nearly no light apart from moonlight and the fantastic northern
lights. During March, when the hunt takes place, there is more
than 12 hours daylight per day, as the day quickly get longer at
these latitudes.
Normally you set off from camp in groups to search for the musk
oxen. It is agreed in advance with the individual hunters wether
the last stage of the hunt will be carried out 1:1, or wether one or
more others may follow the hunt from a distance. The hunters
wishes will again be taken into consideration before the final stalk
is started.
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Price and info on your tour
Specification of price

Prices
Description

Possible Lodging Dates

Price from (per. person)

Price per hunter

18. August 2023 - 24. August 2023

€8,690,00
(Observer €4,990,00)

The price includes

The price does not include

Pick-up in Sdr. Strømfjord airport and information about

Return flights Kangerlussuaq

the hunting arrangements

Shooting of extra game

Transport to/from the hunting district

Additional services not named above, especially

4 nights in camp with full-board. It is expected that you

before/after the hunt, special food + drink requests etc.

will also help out, to a reasonable degree, in the

Alcoholic drinks

workings of the camp.

Packing and freezing of trophies + import duties in

3 -4 days hunting

Copenhagen.

Greenland hunting permit

Hire of seal skin clothing

Trophy fee for either 1 musk ox or 1 bull reindeer

Gratuities

Preparation of trophies for head-mounting or as a skin

Travel and cancellation insurance

and cranium

Arrangement fee € 200,- per hunter
Everything else not mentioned under the price includes
EU-public liability insurance € 9,00,-
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GAME
GAME

Combination Hunt in Greenland

Musk Ox (North America)
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About us

Limpopo & Diana Hunting Tours
Limpopo & Diana Hunting Tours Limpopo Travel and

A large number of hunters have had their fingers burnt

Diana Hunting Tours – which today are one and the same

booking “cheap” packages, which rarely proceed as

company - are built on more than four decades of

promised, Generally it is only when things go wrong that

experience in the hunting travel industry. Diana Hunting

the unfortunate hunter who bought the tour first realises

tours was founded in Svendborg back in 1974 by the

what the difference between a good Danish travel agency -

internationally known figure in the hunting tour industry,

with all the security that entails -and a questionable foreign

Jan Krossteig, who today remains shareholder and

seller, really is.

chairman of the concern.
What we offer our customers is a rather unique level of
Over the years the company has grown into the world’s

security. Our experienced staff really know our

largest hunting travel office, with hunting partners in more

destinations and can provide highly qualified advice

than 40 counties and customers from around the world.

tailored to the customer’s individual requirements. If you

This has only been possible because of the strength of our

book your hunting tour through us you also have a

customers faith in our company, our partners and the

guarantee against the unlikely event of bankruptcy through

service we provide. We take great pride in the fact that a

the Danish Travel Guarantee Fund. Our long standing

significant number of our customers are “regulars” you not

membership of the Danish Travel Agency Association is

only travel with us frequently, but also bring with then new

also a guarantee for professional service throughout all the

customers into our business.

proceedings that a hunting tour entails - also in the event
of something not going quite as planned. As one of our

The hunting travel market has never been as chaotic as it

customers you can expect around the clock support, via

is at present. There have always been a mass of smalland

our emergency hotline, in the event of anything at all going

medium sized agencies trading on the market, but in

wrong.

recent years the rise of the internet has really opened up
the market for direct booking and packages sold by
“agents” of more or less transparent character and by
agencies based abroad.
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